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Presenter Ashley Van Wormer LA’08 (above), Political Science Professor Pearl Robinson poses a question w Presenter Gillian Kline (above left)

Presenters (right to left) : Bosede Opetubo LA ’09, Ashley Beer, Erica Shipow LA ’08, Roxanne Samer LA ’08, Tiffany Lam with Art History Professor Adriana Zavala
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Comparative Religion
Professor Peggy Hutaff
and Presenters Rebecca Novak, Ashley Van Wormer, Katherine Peck, Danielle Okai LA ’10, Emily Voelker, Undergraduate Education Dean James Glaser (left middle and bottom), and Presenter Erica Shipow
Presenter Gillian Kline, Sociology Professor Paula Aymer, and Presenters Alyssa Ursillo, Briane Knight, Kailah Hayden-Karp & Maryn Leigh Kaplan (left to right), English Professor Modhumita Roy asks a question to presenters, Professor Aymer, Presenter Danielle Okai (below)